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What is it?

Brief history

Types of classical cryptography

Weaknesses of classical 
methods
Quantum cryptography (the final solution?)



What is Cryptography?
The art of secret communication. 



History of Cryptography
Early codes 

(Egypt, Spartan’s  
Scytale, Caesar 
Cypher)

World Wars
(Zimmerman Telegram)



Modern CryptographyModern Cryptography

Private key (Symmetric) Cryptosytems

• Vernam Cypher

• DES protocol



Modern of CryptographyModern of Cryptography

Public key (Asymmetric) Cryptosytems

• The RSA protocol  (1977 Rivest, Shamir & Adleman)

* No need to distribute a secret key. The key can be used by anyone who 
Wishes to communicate with Bob
* The public key can be reused as many times as desired.



Weaknesses of Classical MethodsWeaknesses of Classical Methods

In classical physics it is impossible to know with In classical physics it is impossible to know with 
certainty if Eve is monitoring a message. certainty if Eve is monitoring a message. 

In case Eve is monitoring the message, there is nothing that In case Eve is monitoring the message, there is nothing that 
impedes her copying it. impedes her copying it. 

With the evolution to quantum computers, the RSA protocol will With the evolution to quantum computers, the RSA protocol will 
become useless. become useless. 



Enter Quantum CryptographyEnter Quantum Cryptography

No-Cloning theorem (an unknown qubit cannot be cloned)



Enter Quantum CryptographyEnter Quantum Cryptography
(Eve’s green with envy)

Intrusion Detection Intrusion Detection 
Eve’s attack will change the 

initial photon’s orientation.

The discrepancies 
observed from the bits sent 
by Alice to Bob will reveal 
Eve’s presence or channel 
interference.

If Eve’s present, Alice & 
Bob can switch their 
communication channel 
until they find a secure one.



BB84 Protocol BB84 Protocol (Bennett and Brassard in 1984)(Bennett and Brassard in 1984)

1) Alice generates 1) Alice generates 
sequence of 0’s and 1’s.sequence of 0’s and 1’s.

2) Alice encodes each 2) Alice encodes each 
data bit in a qubit.data bit in a qubit.

3) String of bits is send 3) String of bits is send 
by Alice to Bob.by Alice to Bob.

4) For each qubit Bob    4) For each qubit Bob    
decides which axis to use   decides which axis to use   
for measurement.for measurement.

5)Bob communicates to 5)Bob communicates to 
Alice which alphabet he Alice which alphabet he 
used for each qubit used for each qubit 
measurement.measurement.



BB84 Protocol BB84 Protocol (Bennett and Brassard in 1984)(Bennett and Brassard in 1984)

6) Alice communicates which 6) Alice communicates which 
alphabet she used for each alphabet she used for each 
transmitted qubit.transmitted qubit.

7) Alice and Bob delete all bits 7) Alice and Bob delete all bits 
corresponding to the cases in corresponding to the cases in 
which they used different which they used different 
alphabets.alphabets.

8) Alice and Bob estimate 8) Alice and Bob estimate 
error rate R.error rate R.

9) Alice and Bob perform 9) Alice and Bob perform 
information reconciliation.information reconciliation.

10) Eve’s knowledge is 10) Eve’s knowledge is 
reduced by performing privacy reduced by performing privacy 
amplificationamplification



SummarySummary

What is it?What is it?

Brief historyBrief history

Types of classical cryptographyTypes of classical cryptography

Weaknesses of classical Weaknesses of classical 
methodsmethods
Quantum cryptography (the final Quantum cryptography (the final 
solution?)solution?)



Thanks for your attention!
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